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Creative Paper Quilling contains 28 brand new and exciting quilled designs. Join Ann Martin and

other accomplished quilling artists as they share expert technique information, helpful tips and

eye-catching designs that are sure to appeal to crafters of all skill levels. Enjoy creating greeting

cards for a variety of occasions, charming ornaments for your favorite holidays, stylish jewelry

pieces to enhance your wardrobe, and unique wall art and home accents. The Quilling Basics

chapter equips readers with sufficient knowledge of supplies and tools to get them started. The

Shape Gallery includes images of the quilled shapes used in the book and provides instructions and

step-by-step details needed to create each shape.
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As I seem to be a "collector of quilling books", I am very pleased to add this one to my collection! As

a fellow quiller myself, sometimes it's just more enchanting to thumb through these books to get

new and creative ideas.Though smaller than some other books (48 pages), this full-color book is

packed with many different designs that can easily be created by beginners or advanced quillers

alike. The book begins with some of the standard quilling shapes, as well as some newer shapes

(some of which I have never seen before), and goes into many different creations - I really like that

this book is a collaboration of projects from different artists, as well!This book has definitely inspired

me, and now I'm off to create! Thank you for writing this!

This book is great for the beginning quiller. It offers basic, visual instruction that help take you

through the process.



I have quite a few books on quilling and this is the latest of my collection. I purchased it because of

its recent publication date. Unfortunately, this book (actually more like a booklet) was a bit of a

disappointment. For beginners, it does not provide enough how-to instructions. For advanced, there

is not enough inspiration. I would not recommend this book. There are other books on quilling that

are put together much better.

I love her books! They are easy to follow whether you are a beginner or advanced quiller. I've

learned so many things from not only her books but from her blog as well. I love her enthusiasm for

not only quilling but for all things paper! And now I see how she came about the name of her blog!

LOL She is a very good teacher and explains things in a way that are easy to follow and she'll have

you falling in love with the craft in no time at all! If you haven't discovered this beautiful lady yet

you've really been missing out!

I just got my book today and it is great, it's just what I needed. I'm new to quilling and it already

answer many of my questions. Also it starts out with easy things and then showed some out

standing art work of quilling.

Omg. It's beautiful, and it has more than all the other basic ones I got. It even shows you how to

make jewelry out of quilling, and decorate eggs and so much more. Love it.

From the moment I saw the stunning picture on the cover this book, I wanted it!. The projects are a

good assortment from beginner to a more experienced quiller. All projects are nicely illustrated and

a joy to look at. Great gift for someone who likes to quill or just enjoy admiring this ancient art form.

Ann Martin has put together some really lovely ideas for quilling projects. Be sure to check out the

cover project. Great instructions with photos make following very easy.
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